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Using optical tweezing to control phase separation
and nucleation near a liquid–liquid critical point†
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About 20 years ago, it was shown that lasers can nucleate crystals in super-saturated solutions and
might even be able to select the polymorph that crystallises. However, no theoretical model was found
explaining the results and progress was slowed down. Here we show that laser-induced nucleation may
be understood in terms of the harnessing of concentration fluctuations near a liquid–liquid critical point
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using optical tweezing in a process called laser-induced phase separation (LIPS) and LIPS and nucleation
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representing optical tweezing while the dynamics are modelled using a Kramers diffusion equation, and

(LIPSaN). A theoretical model is presented based on the regular solution model with an added term
the roles of heat diffusion and thermophoresis are evaluated. LIPS and LIPSaN experiments were carried
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out on a range of liquid mixtures and the results compared to theory.

Introduction
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, it was shown that a nanosecond laser can be used to induce nucleation of crystals in a
supersaturated solution through a non-photochemical process.1
Most excitingly, it was reported that the laser polarisation could be
used to control which polymorph would nucleate, promising an
unprecedented degree of control.2,3 Subsequent work showed that
laser pulses can induce nucleation of various crystals,4–8 liquid
crystals9,10 and bubbles.11 However, these nanosecond-laser
nucleation experiments defied all explanation.12–14
A series of publications has shown that optical tweezing can
be used to nucleate crystals from super-saturated15–18 and
strangely even from under-saturated solutions.19 Optical tweezing
is a technique used widely in physics and biology and involves
the trapping of a high-refractive-index particle through optical
forces.20 Thus, it was assumed that in these experiments the laser
was tweezing pre-existing clusters or pre-nuclei.16 However, these
optical tweezing nucleation experiments were only shown to work
on a liquid–gas interface. This strongly suggests that heating,
evaporation, convection, and Marangoni effects play critical
roles,21 which would also explain why the method works in
under-saturated solutions. However, very excitingly, these
experiments also demonstrated polymorph selection.15–19 As
in the case of non-photochemical laser-induced nucleation,
no sensible theory is available to describe the physics of
these results. Thus, it is fair to say that a physical understanding
of all of these phenomena is still sorely lacking.
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A possible explanation for these laser-induced nucleation
experiments might come from thermodynamics. According to
classical Gibbs nucleation theory, nucleation is impeded by the
fact that a growing nucleus has an energetically-unfavourable
interface that results in a barrier on the way to the crystalline
state.22,23 This means that in a supersaturated solution or
supercooled liquid, the crystal is the thermodynamically most
stable state but—in the absence of heterogeneous nucleation
sites—can only be accessed through random fluctuations leading
to a nucleus exceeding a critical size. A number of recent
experiments have called into question the validity of classical
Gibbs nucleation theory and invoked the presence of so-called
pre-nucleation clusters.24–26 Although there have been experimental studies reporting pre-nucleation clusters, they are still
considered controversial.27,28
However, an older paper by Frenkel on protein crystallisation
showed that nucleation is sped up, not simply by increasing the
concentration, but by choosing a concentration that is near a
(hidden) liquid–liquid demixing critical point.29–31 This is
because critical concentration fluctuations give rise to liquidlike protein droplets (with a very high protein concentration)
that increase the probability of the formation of a critical
nucleus. The metastable critical point idea found some traction
in the chemical engineering community where it was related to
the phenomenon of ‘‘oiling out’’ without too much detailed
theoretical analysis.23,32–34 Could liquid–liquid phase separation,
oiling out, pre-nucleation clusters, and laser-induced nucleation
all be aspects of the same phenomenon?26,35,36
On approaching a liquid–liquid demixing critical point,
concentration fluctuations increase. As a result, it should be
easier for an external ‘‘force’’, such as optical tweezing, to
manipulate the concentration locally.37–39 Optical tweezing
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normally involves the trapping of a high-refractive-index particle
by the small forces exerted by a focused laser beam. However, a
chemist’s view of nucleation is like a chemical reaction where
the supersaturated solution is the reactant state and the crystal
(nucleus) the product state. Switching on an optical tweezing
laser will lower the free energy of the product state (even if the
crystal nucleus does not exist yet), will therefore increase the
driving force and lower the barrier for the nucleation process,
and increase the ‘‘reaction rate’’. This simple but novel idea was
first tested by us on liquid mixtures.40,41
Here we will present a simple theoretical model of a liquid
mixture based on the regular solution model42 including an
extra term representing the stored electromagnetic energy of a
tweezing laser. This model shows that the concentrationdependent free energy is indeed more easily perturbed near a
critical point.40,41 Experiments were carried out on a number of
mixtures—exhibiting an upper consolute point near room
temperature—using a simple continuous wave (CW) diode laser
that showed that the optical tweezer can pull the high refractiveindex liquid out of the mixture in a process named laserinduced phase separation (LIPS).40,41 Near the liquid–liquid
binodal the laser can trigger the formation of phase-separated
droplets through LIPS and nucleation (LIPSaN).

One obtains a qualitative representation of, for example, the
decane-nitrobenzene binodal for z E 5 kJ mol1. Although the
width and slight asymmetry of the experimental binodal (see
Fig. 6) is not reproduced, this simple model will be suﬃcient
for our purposes here. The main diﬀerences are a critical point
at a higher mole fraction and quantitative changes in the
position of the binodal and spinodal.
Before considering the eﬀect of optical tweezing, one should
first consider the free-energy changes in a small volume due to
spontaneous concentration fluctuations. Define V0 as the
volume of the sample container and x0 as the initial mole
fraction of A in the mixture. Now consider a small volume
Vlaser, which will contain the focal volume of the tweezing
laser that will cause LIPS. If the mole fraction of A in this
volume changes to xlaser and the mole fraction in the remaining
volume to xrest, conserving the total amount of A and B
implies
xrest ¼

Regular solution model of mixing
In order to model the free energy associated with the mixing
(and demixing) of two liquids, the widely used regular solution
model will be employed.42 Define a liquid mixture with mole
fractions of molecule A and B given by x0 and xB, such that
xB = 1  x0. The regular solution model defines the strength of
the energetic interaction between A and B relative to their selfinteraction by
z
z ¼ ð2eAB  eAA  eBB Þ;
2

(1)

(5)

and the total free energy of the phase-separated system is
Fsep ðxlaser Þ ¼

Theory

x0 V0  xlaser Vlaser
V0  Vlaser

Vlaser
Vrest
Fmix ðxlaser Þ þ
Fmix ðxrest Þ:
V0
V0

(6)

Shown in Fig. 1 is the change in free energy, DF = Fsep  F(x0),
associated with a change of concentration in A in the laser
volume for three diﬀerent initial mole fractions: 0.3, 0.5 (the
critical mole fraction), and 0.7 at a temperature just above the
critical temperature. It can be seen that in all cases (as expected
of course) the free energy increases when the concentration in the
laser volume is changed away from the equilibrium concentration.
Near the critical point the free-energy potential is relatively
flat giving rise to large spontaneous fluctuations in the local
concentration.

where z is the number of neighbours of each molecule in the
mixture. The expression for the molar free energy of mixing
(in J mol1) is then given by41
Fmix(x0,T,z) = RT(x0 ln x0 + xB ln xB) + zx0xB.

(2)

Here zeAA is approximately equal to the heat of vaporisation, which
ranges from 0 (at the gas–liquid critical point) to B40 kJ mol1. So,
for poorly mixing liquids, z is positive and on the order of a few
kJ mol1. This equation can be used to calculate the free energy of
mixing for reasonable parameters as discussed previously.40,41
The coexistence curve (binodal) is at dFmix/dx = 0 and the
spinodal at d2Fmix/dx2 = 0, which are easily solved for T as
Tbinodal ¼

zð1  2x0 ÞR1
lnð1  x0 Þ  lnðx0 Þ

(3)

and
Tspinodal = 2x0z(1  x0)R1
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Fig. 1 The change in mixing free energy caused by changing the mole
fraction in the laser volume. For z = 5 kJ mol1, Vlaser = 103  V0, and
T = 301 K (for these parameters, the liquid–liquid critical point is at x = 0.5
and T = 300.68 K) and the initial mole fractions are set to x0 = 0.3 (red),
0.5 (blue), and 0.7 (green).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Adding in the eﬀect of optical tweezing
It is reasonable to assume that the refractive index in a mixture
is approximately given by the concentration-weighted refractive
indices of the component liquids A and B, that is,
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n(x) = xnA + (1  x)nB,

(7)

which only minimally deviates from, e.g., the Lorentz–Lorenz
law. As molecules are much smaller than the wavelength of
light, it is reasonable to use the dipole approximation to
calculate the stored electromagnetic energy, which is then given
by Udip = e0n2E2 and thus the total stored electromagnetic
energy in the laser volume is43,44
Ulaser = e0n2(xlaser)E2Vlaser.

(8)

The total change in free energy, including the eﬀect of the laser,
is then given by
DFsep;laser ðxlaser Þ ¼ Fsep ðxlaser Þ  Fmix ðx0 Þ


 n2 ðxlaser Þ  n2 ðx0 Þ e0 E 2 Vlaser :

(9)

The laser intensity in this expression, can be expressed as
I = e0E2 = Ulaser,ext/Ac,

(10)

where Ulaser,ext is the energy flux of the laser beam (in units of
Watt, measured outside of the sample), A is the area of the laser
focus, and c the speed of light. For a 50 mW laser beam
(comparable to what was used in our experiments) focussed
to a 1.7 mm radius spot, this gives I = B1 kJ m3.
The change of the free-energy potential by the optical
tweezing eﬀect is illustrated in Fig. 2 under the assumption
that liquid B has the higher refractive index. Switching on the
optical-tweezing potential biases the potential towards the right
and therefore the laser volume is expected to become enriched
with the high refractive index liquid. This process we will refer
to as laser-induced phase separation (LIPS).40,41 In the metastable case, switching on the laser causes the system to tip from
metastable (two minima separated by a barrier) to unstable
(single minimum determined by the tweezing laser) at suﬃcient
laser power, thereby triggering phase separation.
In the high temperature regime, the free-energy diﬀerence
curve, eqn (9), has only a single minimum. Thus, in principle,
one could find this stable minimum by determining dDFsep,laser/
dx = 0, however, this does not have a simple analytical solution.
Therefore, instead we determined the minimum of the free
energy diﬀerence using a numerical algorithm. In the low
temperature limit (below the spinodal), the free energy diﬀerence also has single minimum. However, for temperatures
between the binodal and spinodal, the free energy diﬀerence has
two minima. Our numerical approach implies that the metastable
minimum will be missed and only the stable minimum will
be found.
The experiments described below are carried out by using
phase-contrast microscopy, which is sensitive to changes in
refractive index. Since the refractive index is linearly proportional to
the volume fraction in our model (as per eqn (7)), the volume
fraction can be used as a proxy for the signal measured in the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Fig. 2 Plots of the change in free energy DF in a nitrobenzene–decane
mixture of mole fraction x0 of nitrobenzene when the mole fraction is changed
to xlaser in a small volume. Here the initial nitrobenzene mole fraction is x0 = 0.5
(top) and x0 = 0.3 (bottom), the laser intensity is I = 0 (red), 100 (blue), and 200
(green) J m3, z = 5 kJ mol1, and T = 300 (top) and 280 (bottom) K. The
refractive indices are set to ndecane = 1.41 and nnitrobenzene = 1.54. The panel at
the top corresponds to the regime in which the two liquids are mixed and close
to the liquid–liquid critical point. In the panel at the bottom, the system is
metastable when the laser is off and the free energy could be lowered by phase
separation after crossing a free-energy barrier.

experiments. Fig. 3 shows the predicted phase-contrast signal
calculated by finding the x that minimises the free-energy diﬀerence
numerically and subtracting oﬀ the original volume fraction x0, as a
function of temperature, laser intensity, and initial mole fraction. At
suﬃciently high temperature all of these curves follow the power
law (T  T0)1 but deviate from this behaviour very near the binodal.
The Kramers equation for diﬀusion
The free-energy change induced by the laser (eqn (9)) gives rise to an
optical trap that will draw in the liquid with the highest refractive
index giving rise to LIPS kinetics. The liquid diﬀusion can be
modelled by a Fokker–Planck equation, describing the evolution of
the probability distribution function p(x,t) of a random variable x as
@
@
pðx; tÞ ¼  ½vðx; tÞpðx; tÞ
@t
@x
þ

@2
½Dðx; tÞpðx; tÞ
@x2

(11)
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Fig. 4 Dynamics of LIPS. Simulation of the evolution of the concentration
of the high refractive index substance under the influence of an optical
tweezing force. Box length 100 mm, 1 ms time step in simulation, 200 grid
steps, Dtrans = 3.1  1010 m2 s1, T = 300 K, w = 6 mm. (inset) The value on
the peak as a function of time.

Fig. 3 Predicted phase-contrast microscopy signal strength as a function
of laser intensity. Initial mole fraction is x0 = 0.3 (top) and 0.5 (bottom), the
laser intensity I = 100 (red), 200 (blue), 300 (green), and 400 (yellow) J m3.
Also shown is a power law 0.8 (T  260)1 (black dashed).

where v(x,t) is the drift velocity and D(x,t) the diffusion
coefficient. In this case, the diffusion coefficient can be taken
as constant and we will substitute v(x) = mqU(x)/qx, that is, the
drift velocity scales with the gradient of the free-energy trapping
potential. Here
m¼

1
;
6pZr

D¼

kB T
;
6pZr

(12)

Z is the viscosity, and r the radius of the diffusing particle (a
molecule in this case). Then it follows,


@
D @
@U ðxÞ
pðx; tÞ ¼
pðx; tÞ
@t
kB T @x
@x
(13)
@2
þ D 2 pðx; tÞ;
@x
which has been derived previously for the case of solvent-driven
electron transfer.45
When the potential U(x) is set to zero everywhere, one
can easily derive the Green’s function of this Fokker–Planck
equation, which is given by
1
2
pðx; tÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃex =4Dt :
4pDt
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Thus, in the absence of a potential and in one dimension, the
standard deviation of an initially delta-function distribution
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
varies as s ¼ 2Dt. The diffusion coefficient D can be approximated using the Stokes–Einstein expression eqn (12). If this
equation is applied to nitrobenzene (molar mass 123.06 g mol1,
density 1.199 g cm3, therefore r = 3.44 nm, and Z = 2.03 cP) one
finds Dtrans = 3.1  1010 m2 s1.
In the case of a focussed laser with a Gaussian beam profile
of width w, the trapping potential is simply
2

U(x) p ex

/2w

2

(15)

and the width is typically a few mm in our experiments (as long
working distance objectives had to be used). The diﬀusion
eqn (13) with the trapping potential eqn (15) was solved
numerically using 2nd-order Runge–Kutta on a spatial grid.
Typical results are shown in Fig. 4 with parameters chosen to be
relevant to the nitrobenzene–hexadecane mixture. It can be
seen that the trapping laser draws nitrobenzene into the focus
leaving behind a depletion region that gradually fills in. The
peak of the distribution grows on a timescale of B0.5 s
determined by the diffusion coefficient D.
Heat diﬀusion
The trapping laser can also be partially absorbed by vibrational
overtones resulting in a rise in temperature, which would
counteract the optical-trapping eﬀect. The one-dimensional
heat equation is46
 2 
@u
@ u
1
¼a
q;
(16)
þ
@t
@x2
cp r
where u(x,t) is the temperature field, a the thermal diﬀusivity
(in m2 s1) defined by a  k/(cpr), k is the thermal conductivity,
cp is the specific heat capacity, r is the mass density, and q is
the heat generated per unit volume (in W m3) by some
external heat source (such as the laser). So, a in this expression
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has the same behaviour as D in eqn (13). However, a E D  1000,
showing that heat diﬀuses B30 more rapidly (see eqn (14)).
As heat transport is rapid, it is reasonable to assume that the
heat source is a delta function in space, which allows a stationary
solution to be found if it is taken that heat is lost by cooling (for
example, to the cooling stage used in our experiments). The
stationary heat equation then becomes
 2 
@u
@ u
Q
¼a
dðxÞ  bðu  T0 Þ ¼ 0;
(17)
þ
@t
@x2
cp r
where d(x) is the Dirac (in = m1) delta function, Q is the
magnitude of the CW heat source (in W m2), b is the rate of
heat transfer (in s1), and T0 is the cooling-stage set temperature. This problem is easily solved in Fourier space, resulting in
Q
þ bT0 2pdðkÞ
cp r
;
(18)
u~ ¼
ak2 þ b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
which has poles at k ¼ i b=a. The inverse Fourier transform
is solved by contour integration to yield
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uðxÞ ¼ T0 þ DTex= a=b ;
(19)
where
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 
1 1 Q
:
DT ¼
2 ab cp r

(20)

The characteristic heating spot radius is therefore approxipﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mately a=b. The parameter b can be calculated using Fourier’s
law of heat flow yielding
kglass
:
(21)
b¼
cp;liquid rdliquid dglass
Using the thermal conductivity of glass (kglass D 1 W m1 K1), the
specific heat capacity nitrobenzene (cp,nitrobenzene = 1400 J kg1 K1),
the mass density of nitrobenzene (rnitrobenzene = 1175 kg m3), the
thickness of the windows used in the experiments (dglass = 80 mm), it
is found that b = 507 Hz. Using the thermal diﬀusivity of
nitrobenzene47 (anitrobenzene = 0.94  107 m2 s1) and eqn (20),
we can calculate the stationary heating spot radius (at 1/e of the
maximum) as Oa/b = 13 mm for a glass window (and Oa/b = 16 mm
for a mica window). This is significantly larger than the beam radius
(see below), justifying the delta-function heat-source approximation.
For a glass window, the absorbed laser power is 1.5 mW out of
200 mW, which leads to a maximum temperature rise of 1.6 K in the
focus. This shows that sample heating is a nonnegligible eﬀect at
least at the highest laser powers used in our experiments.
Thermophoresis
In this work, we argue that LIPS is achieved through an opticaltweezing eﬀect. However, phase separation could potentially
also be caused by a temperature gradient (such as that generated
by the laser, see eqn (19)) through thermophoresis. The onedimensional thermophoresis equation in equilibrium is
2

@w
@
@
@
¼ D 2 w þ DT wð1  wÞ uðxÞ ¼ 0;
@x
@t
@x
@x

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 5 Thermophoretic eﬀect for DT = 1.6 K, Oa/b = 12.2 mm, and c0 = 0.5.
(left) Mole fraction as a function of position where x = 0 is the position of
the trapping laser focus for S = 101. (right) Mole fraction in the laser focus
as a function of S.

where w is mole fraction, D the diﬀusion coeﬃcient (as before),
and DT the thermodiﬀusion coeﬃcient, where the temperature
field u(x) caused by the laser is given by eqn (19) and therefore
ﬃ
@
x DT jxj=pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a=b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃe
uðxÞ ¼
:
(23)
@x
jxj a=b
Integrating eqn (22) twice over x, leads to the solution
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c0 exp SDTex= a=b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
;
wðxÞ ¼
c0 exp SDTex= a=b þ 1  c0

(24)

where c0 is the initial mole fraction (same as x0 as used above but
labelled c0 to avoid confusion with the position x), and S  DT/D
is the Soret coeﬃcient. As before, Oa/b is the stationary heating
spot radius.
Fig. 5 shows the calculated spatially dependent thermophoretic
eﬀect as well as the concentration enhancement on the peak. The
thermophoretic eﬀect clearly will play a major role for S 4 101.
For mixtures of small-molecule liquids the Soret coeﬃcient is
typically on the order of S B 103,48 and therefore thermodiﬀusion will play no role in the experiments described here.

Methods
Materials
Experiments were carried out on nitrobenzene, aniline, decane,
hexadecane, cyclohexane, and methylene blue (Sigma Aldrich)
and used as supplied. All samples were filtered before use using
0.2 mm hydrophilic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filters
(Millipore) to remove dust. For all microscopy experiments, a
sample thickness of 11.58  0.19 mm was used, controlled by
glass monodisperse particle standards (Whitehouse Scientific).
Particles were sandwiched between borosilicate glass (VWR)
and ruby mica discs, which were cleaned by rinsing in acetone,
isopropyl alcohol, and distilled water, followed by drying in an
oven at 150 1C for 30 min. The sample temperature was controlled to 0.1 K using a Linkam THMS600 cryogenic microscopy
stage. In the experiments, the samples were quenched from room
temperature and held at a selected quench temperature.40,41
Microscopy
Microscopy was carried out using an Olympus BX53 light
microscope that features modular units for phase-contrast
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and fluorescence microscopy, and a custom unit allowing for
simultaneous laser irradiation and microscopy. The primary
laser used was a 785 nm continuous-wave diode laser (Thorlabs)
producing a maximum power incident on the sample of 200 mW
with an elliptical mode with a mean beam radius (at half height) of
2.4 mm (beam waist 4.1 mm) when using a 10 objective. Phasecontrast microscopy converts small diﬀerences in optical path
length into intensity, therefore it can be used as a measure of
refractive index. Positive phase contrast has been used here and
results in intensity scaling with refractive index for objects on the
micrometre scale. Nitrobenzene strongly quenches many fluorescent dyes but the dye methylene blue is quenched relatively weakly.
This produces contrast between the nitrobenzene-rich and decanerich phases in fluorescence microscopy. Data were captured using
the ImageJ add-on mManager and analysed primarily using ImageJ.

Results
Laser-induced phase separation (LIPS)
Experiments were carried out primarily using binary mixtures
with a significant diﬀerence in refractive index (Dn). Mixtures of
nitrobenzene and hexadecane were selected for the majority of
experiments due to the high Dn (1.53749 and 1.43050 respectively)
and low vapour pressures, in order to maintain consistent mole
fractions during sample preparation and long experiments. The
mixture is reported to have a bulk (upper consolute) critical
temperature Tc = 309.69 K = 36.54 1C and critical mole fraction
xc = 0.716.51 Our own experiments agree with this figure, with
bulk Tc = 36.4  0.2 1C, however, confinement eﬀects in the
11 mm thick microscopy samples elevate the critical temperature
to Tc = 37.3  0.1 1C. An example of an experimentally determined phase diagram is shown in Fig. 6 for nitrobenzene–
decane mixtures.
Initial experiments were carried out 0.1 1C above the binodal
at xc. When the 785 nm laser is focussed in the sample,

Fig. 6 Phase diagram for nitrobenzene–decane mixtures. Below the
experimental binodal curve (black), the mixture separates into two phases
that are enriched in either component. Above the binodal, the mixture is a
single homogenous phase. Also shown are the theoretical binodal (blue)
and spinodal (green) for z = 4.93 kJ mol1.

8284 | Soft Matter, 2019, 15, 8279--8289
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Fig. 7 False coloured phase-contrast microscopy images of LIPS droplets.
(a) Nitrobenzene–hexadecane and (b) phenol–decane mixtures. The droplets
contain a larger fraction of the high refractive index components, which are
nitrobenzene and phenol in this case.

a bright, diﬀuse droplet becomes visible when viewed using
phase-contrast microscopy (Fig. 7). The bright spot indicates
that the droplet is composed of a higher fraction of the high
refractive-index component than the surrounding liquid.
In addition, a dark region is observed surrounding the
droplet, which is nitrobenzene-depleted. This depletion region
appears a couple of seconds after the laser is switched on and
then equilibrates with the rest of the sample. A radial distribution
function (calculated from the image data) of a droplet, which is
shown in Fig. 8 gives a full width half maximum (FWHM) of
1.7 mm at equilibrium and a depletion region at 7 mm after 1.3 s.
The minimum of the radial distribution function shifts to larger
values as a function of time as predicted by theory (see Fig. 4).
Fluorescence microscopy was carried out on mixtures of
nitrobenzene and decane in order to corroborate the finding
from phase-contrast microscopy that the droplet in the focus is
nitrobenzene-rich.40,41 The dye methylene blue was used, as
nitrobenzene weakly quenches its fluorescence by electrontransfer, giving good contrast between areas of high and low
fractions of nitrobenzene. A dark spot in the focal area confirms that
the droplet is composed of a higher fraction of nitrobenzene than
the surrounding liquid.40,41

Fig. 8 Radial distribution function of a LIPS droplet as a function of time. It
shows the depletion region shifting from 7.0 to 8.3 mm from the droplet
centre. The region also increases, as the decane fraction reduces and
nitrobenzene fraction increases.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Table 1 List of all mixtures on which LIPS experiments were carried out
sorted by refractive index diﬀerence Dn

Component 1

Component 2

Dn

Nitrobenzene
Aniline
Nitrobenzene
Nitrobenzene
Phenol
Nitrobenzene
Nitromethane
Nitromethane

n-Hexane
Cyclohexane
n-Decane
n-Octane
n-Decane
n-Hexadecane
n-Octanol
n-Butanol

0.1812
0.1594
0.1452
0.1430
0.1190
0.1107
0.0355
0.0055

LIPS has so far been observed in the binary mixtures listed
in Table 1, with the exception of the final entry where LIPS was
too weak to be detected due to its small Dn, which is 3% of the
nitrobenzene n-hexane mixture. Fig. 9 shows the two mixtures
with the smallest Dn, from which it is clear that nitromethane–
n-octanol is just barely detectable.
Fig. 10 shows the strength of LIPS, as a function of Dn, 0.1 1C
above Tc for the mixtures listed in Table 1. The eﬀect scales almost
as the cube of Dn. This can be understood based on the quadratic
dependence on Dn of the optical trap (see eqn (8)) combined with
the linear dependence on Dn of phase-contrast microscopy.

Fig. 9 Mixtures of (a) nitromethane and n-butanol with a very small Dn of
0.055 and no visible LIPS droplet and (b) nitromethane and n-octanol with
a small Dn of 0.0355 and a faintly visible LIPS droplet in the centre of the
image. The other objects in these images are spacer beads and a phase
boundary.

Fig. 10 LIPS intensity as a function of the refractive-index diﬀerence. The
red circles are the experimentally measured LIPS intensities as a function
of the refractive index diﬀerence Dn measured 0.1 K above the critical
point. The blue solid line is a power-law fit with a power of 2.5  0.4.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

The dynamics of LIPS was measured by chopping the laser
beam and measuring the rise and decay of the LIPS signal (see
Fig. 11). The time that it takes for the droplet to form and decay
are broadly similar. For diﬀerent nitrobenzene mixtures (see
Table 2), there is no obvious relation between the dynamics and
the viscosity (which determines the diﬀusion rate). However,
concomitant changes in Dn (and therefore the depth of the
optical trapping potential) are likely to mask any eﬀect.
The theory predicts that LIPS follows a power law as a
function of the diﬀerence in the temperature and the binodal
temperature (see Fig. 3). LIPS temperature dependence was
measured as a function of temperature above the critical point
and is shown in Fig. 12 for two mixtures. These data can be fit
to power laws of the form (T  T0)x, where x is 1.0 for
nitrobenzene–octane and 2.4 for nitrobenzene–hexadecane
broadly consistent with the theoretical prediction. The strength

Fig. 11 LIPS formation and decay curves. Dynamics are shown for
mixtures of nitrobenzene hexadecane (a and b) and nitrobenzene octane
(c and d). Times at 1/e of the minimum/maximum are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Formation and decay times of nitrobenzene mixtures with
alkanes of diﬀerent chain length

Component 2

Viscosity (cP)

Formation (s)

Decay (s)

Octane
Decane
Hexadecane

1.10
1.31
2.48

0.60
1.31
1.19

0.87
1.68
1.11

Fig. 12 Temperature dependence of LIPS. (left) Nitrobenzene–octane
mixture. As the mixture cools towards Tc = 20.5 1C the LIPS intensity
increases according to a power law with exponent 1.0. (right) A nitrobenzene–hexadecane mixture also fits a power law with exponent 2.4,
and Tc = 37.3 1C.
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Fig. 13 Power dependence of LIPS. (left) Nitrobenzene–octane and (right)
nitrobenzene–hexadecane.

Fig. 14 Power dependence of the temperature dependence of LIPS. (left)
Temperature dependence of LIPS measured at seven incident laser powers.
Data has been fit to power laws with the exponent fixed at 1. (right)
Temperature asymptotes versus incident laser power. There appear to be
no correlation between the two, after fitting to several power law variations.

of LIPS depends not only on the temperature difference relative
to Tc but also on the absolute value of the difference in mole
fraction relative to xc.40,41
Higher laser power implies a deeper optical trap and therefore enhanced LIPS. Fig. 13 shows that at low powers, there is
an approximately linear increase in magnitude of LIPS with power,
consistent with eqn (10). At high laser powers and in mixtures with a
relatively large Dn, the droplets become large enough that they are
subject to the shade oﬀ eﬀect, which is inherent in phase-contrast
microscopy, resulting in a saturation of LIPS.
Finally, it was investigated whether the eﬀective critical
temperature (temperature asymptote) depends on laser power
as predicted by theory (see Fig. 3). Unfortunately, the signal-tonoise ratio of the experiments is insuﬃcient to establish this.
Even by fixing the power law exponent to 1, it was not possible
to determine any reasonable trend in the power-dependent
temperature asymptotes (see Fig. 14)

Soft Matter

temperatures and mole fractions in the metastable region. However,
it was found that the metastable region is exceedingly narrow,
causing spontaneous nucleation and phase separation to occur.
Nevertheless, LIPSaN could be demonstrated in a narrow
mole fraction interval 0.62 o x o 0.69 for temperatures just
above the binodal (see Fig. 15) giving rise to a spinodal
decomposition pattern (Fig. 15(b)). Unexpectedly, LIPSaN in
these mixtures occurs only once the laser has been switched oﬀ
rather than on. This can be understood in terms of heating
eﬀects. When the tweezing laser is switched on, laser absorption
will quickly heat the laser volume and some of the surrounding
area (by r1.6 K, see above; Fig. 16(a)). On a slower timescale
(approximately 30 more slowly, see above), determined by
mass diﬀusion, LIPS will cause the formation of a nitrobenzene
enriched droplet surrounded by a depleted volume (shown as a
dot and a circle in Fig. 16(b)). When the laser is switched oﬀ,
both the enriched droplet and the depleted volume will quickly
cool (Fig. 16(c)). On a 30 longer timescale equilibrium will be
restored (Fig. 16(d)). When such an experiment is carried out
near the critical point, nothing happens as all points remain in
the mixed region (Fig. 16(e)). When the starting point is at a
high mole fraction and near the binodal, the depleted volume
will drop into the unstable region below the spinodal when the
laser is switched oﬀ (Fig. 16(f)). When the starting point is at low
mole fraction and near the binodal, the enriched droplet will
drop into the unstable region when the laser is switched oﬀ
(Fig. 16(g)). Phase separation will cause this droplet to further
enrich while shrinking at the same time, rendering it invisible
because of the lever rule.
Based on the mechanism shown in Fig. 16, the experimental
results in Fig. 15 can be understood. Because it is the depleted

LIPS and nucleation (LIPSaN)
Laser-induced nucleation experiments have a been carried out
previously in a variety of metastable (supersaturated) solutions1–5,17,52
but a mechanistic understanding of the phenomenon has been
lacking. We surmised that laser-induced nucleation was caused by
optical trapping near a liquid–liquid critical point. This process
would then be laser-induced phase separation and nucleation
(LIPSaN).
In the case of liquid–liquid demixing, there is a metastable
region between the binodal and spinodal lines. In the metastable
region phase separation occurs though a nucleation process
identical (in principle) to that of crystal nucleation. Therefore,
LIPSaN experiments were attempted on binary mixtures at

8286 | Soft Matter, 2019, 15, 8279--8289

Fig. 15 LIPS and nucleation (LIPSaN) experiments in nitrobenzene–decane.
Experiments carried out in a metastable x = 0.632 nitrobenzene–decane
mixture at T = 23.9 1C with a 120 mW 785 nm focussed laser, on for 30 s.
When the laser is switched on a LIPS droplet forms (a) but only once the laser
is switched off does nucleation occur (b), followed by Ostwald ripening
(c) and (d).40,41

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 16 Schematic liquid–liquid phase diagram showing the combined
effects of LIPS and heating. See text for explanation.

region that triggers nucleation, the nucleating region is much
larger than the LIPS spot. It also explains why the diameter of the
LIPSaN droplet increases with exposure time and laser power.40,41
Finally, LIPSaN was investigated as a function of mole
fraction.40,41 At lower mole fractions (closer to critical, x = 0.575) a
large well-defined droplet nucleated, while at higher mole fractions,
a cloud of smaller droplets is induced. As can be seen in Fig. 15(c)
and (d), Ostwald ripening causes smaller sub-droplets to be
subsumed into the main droplet. This eﬀect cannot occur
eﬀectively further away from the critical point because of the
lower density giving rise to the cloud of smaller droplets.

Discussion and conclusions
At a phase boundary the free energies of the two phases are
identical and fluctuations in concentration or densities can be
observed, particularly in the absence of an energy barrier between
them. Fluctuations are strongest in proximity to critical points,
such as near the upper consolute temperature (UCST) seen in the
binary mixtures in this paper. We have demonstrated that these
fluctuations can be harnessed using a laser, which generates a
trapping potential that draws the high refractive index component
of the mixture into the focus. In critical and near-critical mixed
samples that are within B1 1C of the critical point, this potential
forces phase separation. In metastable samples, the laser potential
lowers the energy barrier to the separated state and can trigger
nucleation.
Photothermal separation has been documented in binary
mixtures of molecular liquids53 and polymers,44,54,55 but relies on
the system in question having a lower critical solution temperature
(LCST), the opposite of the UCST present in the mixtures we have
used. Bunkin et al. used such an LCST mixture and using a model
based on the Navier–Stokes equation concluded that heat-induced
barodiffusion (diffusion due to pressure) was the dominant
mechanism.56 Any heating in an LCST system forces the mixture
into the separated state, whereas heating in a UCST mixture moves
it further into the mixed regime. As such, the mechanism of LIPS
cannot be due to a direct heating effect.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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One of the main mixture we have used, nitrobenzene–decane,
has no electronic absorption bands at the laser wavelength of
785 nm (see Fig. S1, ESI†) ruling out the mechanism of resonant
trapping of fluorescent molecules.57 Thermophoresis, or the Soret
effect, is the diffusion of molecules in a mixture due to their
preference to be in a region of high or low temperature, lowering
the overall free energy. However, using our steady-state focal heating
calculation and typical values of the Soret coefficient for small
molecules,58 we conclude that the change in mole fraction is
negligible relative to change due to LIPS.
LIPS is similar to the optical trapping of particles such as
glass beads where, due to refraction within the particle, there is
a small transfer of momentum that leads to a net restoring
force towards the region of highest electric field.59 In optical
trapping, the scattering force is also important as it pushes the
particle out of the focus in the propagation direction of the laser
beam. In order to trap particles in bulk liquid, the restoring force
must be greater than or equal to the scattering force, which
requires an objective lens with a numerical aperture 4B1.60 Our
experimental setup requires a long working distance lens, which
has a much lower numerical aperture of 0.3. As such in our
experiments, the LIPS droplet is pushed against the lower microscope slide and not trapped in the strictest sense.
The LIPS and LIPSaN eﬀects detailed here do not depend on
the presence of pre-nucleation clusters that can be trapped and
aggregated by the laser.61,62 Rather the laser generates a potential
that lowers the free energy of the phase-separated state. The
mixtures we used were chosen because their critical points are
easily accessible and not hidden below a liquidus or above the
boiling points of the components. Ultimately, this is a generic
eﬀect that applies to all mixtures.
The experiments presented here use LIPS and LIPSaN only
to separate two liquids in a mixture near a liquid–liquid critical
point. Nearly all liquid mixtures have a UCST although in most
cases it will be hidden below the liquidus line. A good example
is the aqueous sodium chloride solution, which—even though
NaCl is highly soluble in water—has a hidden binodal and
spinodal where an amorphous NaCl phase separates from
water.63 The same holds true for aqueous protein solutions.29
However, in the case of proteins the position of the fluid–fluid
critical point can be manipulated relatively easily using ionic
strength and pH.64 Some protein solutions under some circumstances will show phase separation into a dense and a dilute–fluid
phase and this is even observed in vivo.65,66 In cases where the UCST
is below the liquidus, LIPS will produce a droplet with an enhanced
concentration of one component liquid. This will either greatly
increase the probability of nucleation through the greater
concentration in a classical Gibbs nucleation process23,35 or
force the production of a liquid-like droplet that is unstable with
respect to crystallisation.67–69 Therefore, it is reasonable that
LIPS is at the basis of most reported laser-induced crystal
nucleation experiments (which would all be a form of LIPSaN).
Thus, LIPS is likely to be related to a string of recent laserinduced nucleation experiments claiming to use optical trapping
of clusters,15,17,19,61,62,70–74 although these experiments could only
be carried out at air–solution interfaces, implying that evaporation,
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Marangoni effects, and thermophoresis may play important
roles as well. A repeat of these experiments in the bulk would be
worthwhile, bearing in mind the possibility of a hidden liquid–
liquid critical point enhancing concentration fluctuations. Bulk
non-photochemical laser-induced nucleation (NPLIN) phenomena described by Garetz, Alexander, and others1–14,75,76 fit with
our narrative as the final states have higher refractive indices
than their precursor mixtures. There are two potential exceptions
to this picture, the first being laser-induced bubble nucleation.
Peters and co-workers reported NPLIN of gas bubbles from
solutions of carbon dioxide in water.11 As a gas, CO2 has a much
lower refractive index than water, which would be inconsistent
with LIPS. The threshold pulse energy of the effect was reported
to be independent of wavelength and purity of the chemicals,
suggesting that heating does not play a role. Alexander and coworkers ran similar NPLIN experiments and found that filtering
their solutions or thorough cleaning of glassware in acid
increased the threshold for NPLIN and decreased the number
of nucleation events.77 In any case, since our experiments show a
depletion region which has a higher fraction of the low refractiveindex component, this may be responsible for lowering the
energy barrier to gas-bubble nucleation. The second potential
exception to this rule is NPLIN of glacial acetic acid,4 as it is a
pure liquid rather than a mixture. However, it is well established
that pure liquids can exhibit liquid–liquid critical points, as
observed in triphenyl phosphite,78–81 n-butanol,82,83 D-mannitol,84
and water.85 It may be the case that acetic acid exhibits a yet
undocumented liquid–liquid critical point.
In summary, we have demonstrated that a cheap laser-diode
can be used to induce phase separation and nucleation in nearcritical binary liquid mixtures. The eﬀect depends on both on a
diﬀerence in refractive index and, more importantly, proximity to
a liquid–liquid critical point. The theory presented here applies to
laser-induced crystal nucleation and provides a framework for
future research on the subject.
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